
novomind iAGENT:
Always available, just like a 
friend – innovative Customer 
Service Software
Your new dimension of customer contact: novomind iAGENT is the intelligent 
customer service software for optimal multichannel management – from chat
bots through email management, chat, video chat and WhatsApp up to social 
media.

Classic call centers that answer enquiries exclusively by telephone have 
become multichannel contact centers. All communication channels are used 
and at the same time your customers are offered intelligent and dialogueca
pable selfservice (chatbot or FAQ center) on the basis of artificial intelligence 
(AI). novomind iAGENT covers the entire interaction with customers across all 
available channels.

novominds IQ Dialogue Engine, the foundation of novomind iAGENT, is 
based on a combination of computer linguistic (transparent) and semantic 
(selflearning) procedures. Alongside a dialogue capability for your chatbot, 
this guarantees an optimal recognition quota for your correspondence (email, 
WhatsApp, social media, chat) in your service center. All this with the help of a 
standard knowledge database offering the same answers to the same questions.

YOUR ADVANTAGES

Simple. Maximum usability at 
a low training time

All channels. Reachable on all 
channels in just one interface

Intelligent. iQ dialogue engi-
ne for automated text recogni-
tion and dialogue capability

Open. Standard APIs and 
apps so you can make ad-
justments quickly and easily 
yourself

Trust. Numerous references 
and an effective network

“The performance of the software and the always quick and friendly support from 

the novomind team have won us over. The change from our old system to novomind 

iAGENT went very smoothly.” Holger Vogt, DKB Service GmbH



Chat
Realtime personal consultation with novomind 
Live Chat software

Video and audiochat 
Plugin free software for immediate realtime 
dialogue

Complaint management 
Central processing of complaints and customer 
feedback

iQ Dialog Engine 
Automatic text recognition and dialogue capa
bility on a standard knowledge base

Mail-Management
Consistently uniform response management for 
written customer communication (e.g. email, 
social media, text message, fax, letter)

Chatbots and FAQ-Center  
Effi cient and smart selfservice using artifi cial 
intelligence (AI)

Messenger in customer service 
Facebook Messenger & co. directly integrated 
as additional communication channels

Reporting and analytics 
Crosschannel transparency for evaluations and 
optimising your service center processes
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novomind iAGENT application scenarios:

Any questions? Then please get in touch.
We look forward to your enquiry.

+49 40 808071–0 · info@novomind.com

The company

novomind develops intelligent commerce and customer service solutions that can be used worldwide 
and is among the technology leaders in Europe. Our product portfolio includes:

State-of-the-art shop 
system

Business enabler for 
growth and success in 
commerce

Software solution for your 
strategic marketplace 
business

Intelligent customer service 
software


